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Lyric by J. KEIRN BRENNAN
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One more day of wondrous Spring, Skies a-gleam and birds a-wing. Flown the

Spring, like birds, a-way; Bring them back just one more day. One more day.

The Night Wind

Lyric by J. KEIRN BRENNAN

Music by ERNEST R. BALL

SOLO, FOUR KEYS – Db (eb to db), Eb (eb to eb), F (f to f), G (g to g)
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OCTAVO – MALE, FEMALE and MIXED VOICES

Gently with much expression

A rose-bud smiled on a sun-beam, And the sun-beam kissed the rose. And they

both had the same sweet day dream That a soul full of sunshine knows.
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Valse moderato

All a-lone to-night, my love, I'm dreaming
Night and day for you my heart is yearning

Of the happy hours we used to know
And I know your heart is yearning, too
Though far apart, you're in my heart,
I need you, dear, my hour is near

In my dreams with you I seem to go.
When I wander hand in hand with you

goo o rall.

REFRAIN
Down the dear old winding road of dreams With you, sweet heart,

where it always seems Stars brightly shine, Our hearts entwine,
You love me, dear, and the whole world is mine! At the end of
our sweet road of dreams I can see our star of love still
gleams; Somehow I know Some day we'll go Down the
wind-ing road of dreams dreams